LED Desk Lamp
LLR9767
User's Manual

Qi Wireless Charging Function
• 5 Step Brightness Control
• Anti-Glare Design / Eye Protection
• 4 Environmental Modes Smart Control
• USB Port for all Smart Phone Charging
• 270° rotation

Please read this instruction manual before operating or assembling this unit.

CAUTION
Do not repair, disassemble, or modify under any circumstances.
Don’t place any heat source or direct sunlight.
Place on flat, secure surfaces.
Use only the supplied AC power adapter.
Do not use appliances with frayed or damaged electrical cords.

Do not touch electrical appliances with wet hands or when liquids are present.

Operation Instructions

1. Power Adapter
Insert the Power Adapter into the power port to supply electrical power to the unit.

2. USB Power Charging Port
To use the USB Charging Port, insert the USB cable into the USB Power Charging Port and connect the other end to a power source. To charge, locate the charging icon on your device. The USB cable is sold separately.

3. On/Off Function
The On/Off Function is operated by touch. Select mode and press down.

Lamp Functions
Lamp functions are operated by touch. Select a mode and press down.

Brightness Function
The Brightness Function is operated by touch. Select mode and press down. The brightness options are used to adjust the brightness of the light.

Wireless Charging Function
For all kinds of intelligent mobile phone for wireless charging, simple operation.

Adjustments
Parallel Arm
Light Head
Lamp Base

LED Desk Lamp
Brightness Control Function:
• 5 Step Brightness Touch Control

Operating Modes:
• Read Mode (6,500K – 3,500K)
  It eliminates concentration and reduces eye strain with the choice of mid-range color temperature.
• Study Mode (5,500K – 3,700K)
  Increases attention and concentration with the choice of high-voltage color temperatures.
• Relax Mode (3,700K – 4,100K)
  Promote relaxation along with improved mood and the choice of low-voltage color temperatures.
• Sleep Mode (2,700K – 4,100K)
  Encourage a siesta sleep with the comfort of soft light.

Wireless Charging
For all kinds of intelligent mobile phone for wireless charging, simple operation.

Timer Control Function
Automatically turns off the light in one (1) hour while in any mode of operation.

One Touch Control Function
Convenient to control functions of On/Off on various situations by simple touch method.

USB Power Charging Port
Possible to recharge various digital devices such as MP3 and Mobile Phones through the USB Power Charging Port supplying 5V (2.0A) power (USB Power Charging adapters are sold separately).
First: For Devices which is built-in wireless charging receiver.

Devices which is built-in wireless charging receiver.
Such as Samsung Galaxy S9/Note 8/S8 Plus/S7/S7 Edge/S6 Edge Plus/Note 5
iPhone X, iPhone 8/8 Plus

Fix the qi receiver devices on the base wireless charger mark.
Second: For Devices which need install wireless charging cases.

Such as Iphone7/7Plus, Iphone 6/6Plus, iPhone 5/5s, iPhone 4/4s and so on

A, Pls buy a wireless charging receiver or charging cases like above pictures.

B, Pls take on the charger case or receiver like above picture.

C, Fix the qi receiver devices on the base wireless charger mark. (Note: wireless charging receiver has to meet the Qi standards.)